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Getting your name out there: Traveling acting companies and
Royal and Aristocratic prestige in Tudor England

James H. Forse
Bowling Green State University

Records published to date concerning early English drama suggest that in the
first third of the sixteenth century touring activity by municipal, amateur acting
companies exceeded that of royal and aristocratic troupes. But after about 1535,
the religious, social, and economic policies of Henry VIII, and Edward VI,
severely limited locally based performances. At the same time tours by royal
acting troupes substantially increased. Yet of all the Tudors, it was Elizabeth
who seems to have realized the potential of her acting troupe representing the
monarch's presence throughout the kingdom. From the beginning of her reign
the Queen’s Men appeared in the provinces on average thirteen times per year.
It was under Elizabeth, too, that aristocrats seemed to perceive an advantage to
sponsoring acting companies. Provincial records show a virtual explosion in
touring by their troupes. Political ends of some sort must have been perceived
by nobles who patronized acting troupes, even if nothing more than having their
names and liveries shown about the kingdom. But provincial records also show
that their actor-servants found they could make a good living as touring players.

Dramatic records for over half of England’s counties, and several
prominent municipalities, already are published in the volumes of
the University of Toronto’s on-going Records of Early English
Drama, the Malone Society volumes for Counties Norfolk,
Suffolk, Lincoln, and Kent, Ian Lancashire's Dramatic Texts and
Records of Britain, and several other records are included in works
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the focuses of which are not upon the dramatic records per se. 1 I
have been creating an on-going spreadsheet spanning the time
from the earliest extant records through the reign of James I, which
includes troupes, dates and places of performances, fees received
and plays performed, if named. So far it contains 6068 instances
of traveling acting companies performing in 256 smaller localities
in forty-five counties, and in the larger cities of Bristol,
Cambridge, Chester, Coventry, Gloucester, Leicester, Newcastleon-Tyne, Norwich, Nottingham, Oxford, Plymouth, Shrewsbury,
Southampton, Worcester, and York.
The amount of data looks overwhelming at first glance. By
old-fashioned methods I would have to sort, and re-sort, almost
43,000 index cards, but sorting the spreadsheet quickly reveals
patterns for further inquiry. Though the spreadsheet grows as
more data is published, at present it offers a large enough sample
over time and place to make some analyses of Tudor theatrical
activity. One fact, alas, immediately emerges. No matter where or
when, descriptions of plays performed are rarely given in the
records. My focus here concerns traveling royal and aristocratic
acting companies during the Tudor Era with a particular emphasis
on the reign of Elizabeth.
Records published to date suggest that up into the first third
of the sixteenth century touring activity by municipal, amateur
1

Records of Early English Drama (REED): Bristol (1997), Cambridge (1984),
Chester, (1979), Coventry (1981) Cumberland (1986), Devon (1986), Dorset (1999),
Herefordshire (1990), Kent (2000), Lancashire (1991), Newcastle-on-Tyne (1982),
Norwich (1984), Shropshire (1994), Somerset (1996), Sussex (2000), York (1979)
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1979-2000); Malone Society: Records of Plays
and Players. Kent, 1450-1642, (1965), Lincolnshire 1300-1585 (1974), Norfolk and
Suffolk (1980) (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1965-1980); Ian Lancashire, Dramatic Texts and
Records of Britain . . .to 1558 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984). Substantial
amounts of dramatic records also are included in the following: John H. Astington,
English Court Theatre 1558-1642 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1999); E. K. Chambers,
The Elizabethan Stage, 4 vs. (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1965); Alfred Harbage and Samuel
Schoenbaum, Annals of English Drama 975-1700, ed., rv. Sylvia Stoler Wagonhaim
(London: Routledge, 1989); Scott McMillin and Sally-Beth Maclean, The Queen’s Men
and Their Plays (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1998); John T. Murray, English Dramatic
Companies 1558-1642, 2 vs. (New York: Russell and Russell, 1963): Edwin Nungezer, A
Dictionary of Actors . . . Before 1642 (New York: AMS Press, 1971, rpt. of 1929 ed.).
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acting companies exceeded that of royal and aristocratically
sponsored troupes. The various feast days celebrated in English
parishes afforded numerous opportunities for performance
activities by the laity. Provincial records show local plays and
pageants performed for Corpus Christi Day, patron saints’ days,
and May Day. The size and scope of these performances reflected
the size and wealth of the parish or community involved—from the
elaborate and costly cycle plays of York and Chester to what,
based on expenditures, were simple Robin Hood skits. Some
communities even took their performances off to other towns--a
practice the records suggest was growing in popularity from the
mid-fifteenth up into the beginning of the sixteenth century.
Between 1323, the earliest record of such activity to date, and 1535
there are almost 500 instances, involving ninety-eight towns or
parishes in twenty different counties that toured performances to
other locales. In some cases, as among the three Kentish towns of
Hythe, Lydd, and New Romney, there seemed to be a tradition of
the towns exchanging performances. But after about 1535,
religious, social, and economic policies under Henry VIII, and later
under Edward VI, severely limited locally based performance
activities. Feast days were drastically reduced; church goods,
including costumes and properties were sold or seized, and severe
restrictions on “unauthorized” travel especially curtailed civic
theatre on tour. By the end of the first year of Edward’s reign,
touring by community acting companies totally ceased.2
At the same time, as Henry VIII was establishing the
Church of England, tours by royal acting troupes substantially
increased over what had been their pattern in the first twenty-five
years of the sixteenth century. Actors under the patronage of
Henry VII show up in the records as touring away from Court only
twenty-nine times in the twenty-two years between 1497 and

2
James H. Forse, "The Flow and Ebb of Touring Amateur Acting Troupes in
Tudor England," SRASP, 22 (1999), 47-68; Christopher Marsh, Popular Religion in
Sixteenth-Century England (New York: St. Martin’s, 1998), 96-101.
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1509.3 Under Henry VIII the number of tours by the king's actors
increases to fifty-six such instances in the first sixteen years of his
reign, jumps to seventy-six for the next ten years, 1527-1537, and
numbers forty-eight for 1537-1547.4 In other words, 68% of
touring activity by Henry VIII’s troupe occurred during the last
half of his reign.
Yet in effect Henry had not one royal troupe, but three. He
seems to have continued the patronage of the king’s troupe he
inherited from his father, but each of Henry’s successive wives
also was patron to an acting troupe, and so too were his successive
heirs. Queen Catherine of Aragon had actor-servants touring under
her name. So too did Queens Anne Boleyn, Jane Seymour, Anne
of Cleves (with a reign of only seven months), Catherine Howard,
and Catherine Parr, Henry’s sixth and last wife. Detailed records
about the queens’ troupes are sparse, but the information that exists
strongly suggests that the same actor-servants served Henry’s
successive queens. We know that John Slye moved from Henry’s
troupe to Princess Mary’s, to Anne Boleyn’s, and to Jane
Seymour’s, and his brother William moved from Henry’s troupe to
Princess Mary’s, and then to Anne Boleyn’s. John Young moved
from Henry’s troupe to Jane Seymour’s, and later to Prince
Edward’s troupe.5 It looks as if their actor-servants were passed
from successive queen to queen to queen just as were their crowns.
At first glance it seems Henry also created acting troupes
for whoever was his presumptive heir. Princess Mary’s acting
troupe first appeared about the time she turned nine and assumed
duties and her own court as Princess of Wales. Her actor-servants
toured about the kingdom from 1525 until her bastardization in
3

Malone: Kent, 6-8, 32, 50; Norfolk/Suffolk, 105; REED: Cambridge, 67-75;
Somerset, 252-3.
4
Lancashire, Dramatic Texts, 350-2, 371; Malone: Kent, 42; Malone:
Norfolk/Suffolk, 166, 230-2, 238; Lincolnshire, 15-17, 72-4; REED: Bristol, 79; Devon,
52, 207, 234, 239; Dorset, Cornwall, 213, 242, 495, 507, 516; Lancashire, 160, 165-70;
Newcastle, 53-5; Shropshire, 352; York, 382.
5
Nungezer, 331-2, 403; REED: Devon 42; Somerset, 57; Lancashire, 373, 3789, 389, 395: Herefordshire, 513.
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1532. Two years before that time, in 1530, another acting troupe
appeared under the name of Henry’s illegitimate son Henry
Fitzroy, Duke of Richmond. The appearance of this troupe
coincides with the time Henry began giving his illegitimate son
prominence at Court, and several scholars, like David Loades,
believe Henry was granting Richmond titles, lands, and recognition
in order to legitimize Richmond as a replacement for Mary.
Finally, within a few months of his birth in 1537, Prince Edward,
Henry’s legitimate son by Jane Seymour, had a troupe traveling
under his name comprised in part of actor-servants reassigned from
his father’s and mother’s troupes.6
The glaring exception to this pattern, however, is Princess
Elizabeth. Does the lack of any troupe traveling under her name
suggest Henry’s misgivings about her status as his presumptive
heir? Elizabeth was born in 1533. By 1534 it was becoming clear
at Court that there was a rift between Henry and Anne, and that
Henry was showing interest in some of the ladies attending the
queen.7 Though technically Henry’s only legitimate child and heir
for almost three years (until her mother’s fall and execution),
Henry never created an acting company under Princess Elizabeth’s
name. Yet, during those same three years, the troupe patronized by
his illegitimate son, the Duke of Richmond, continued touring until
Richmond’s death in 1536.
The three most frequented counties in which each of the
royal troupes performed were Kent, Devon, and Shropshire. Royal
actors first appear in Sandwich records in 1517. From then on,
until Henry’s death in 1547, records show 64 visits to Kent by
various royal troupes, an average of two appearances per year.
Canterbury and Dover, arguably the most important cities in Kent,
were the most frequent playing sites, but other important towns
6
Malone: Norfolk/Suffolk, 148; Kent, 10; Lancashire, Dramatic Texts, 381,
397; David M. Loades, Mary Tudor: A Life (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1990), 36-7; Alison
Plowden, The House of Tudor (New York: Stein and Day, 1982), 102.
7

Retha M. Warnicke, The Rise and Fall of Anne Boleyn (New York:
Cambridge UP, 1989), 175-6; Karen Lindsey, Divorced, Beheaded, Survived (New York:
Addison-Wesley Publishing, 1995) 107.
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such as New Romney, Lydd, Feversham, and Folkstone also
received frequent visits. The only years that royal troupes are
missing from Kentish records are 1519, 1521-24, and 1528.8
Records from Devon reveal 41 visits by royal actor-servants over
the years of Henry’s reign. The first appearance of a royal troupe
in the county was in 1509, and, except for three years (1529, 1536,
1543), royal troupes toured there annually until 1544, most often in
Exeter, Plymouth, and Dartmouth.9 Dramatic records from
Shropshire list 35 visits by royal players, beginning in 1509 and
continuing on an almost annual basis throughout Henry’s reign.
All performances by the royal actor-servants were at Ludlow, the
traditional seat of the Prince of Wales, and Shrewsbury,
Shropshire’s most important city.10
Patterns emerge concerning years in which there were more
frequent appearances by royal troupes in the provinces. The first
spike in numbers of provincial performances occurs in 1526-7,
when there are ten recorded performances at sites spread out over
Kent, Devon, and Shropshire. In the next years, 1527-8, there are
nine recorded performances in the provinces. Perhaps these
appearances by royal troupes were planned to reinforce steps being
taken to ensure the king’s divorce from Catherine of Aragon. They
certainly coincide with the years in which Henry was beginning
that process within the church, and was orchestrating a polemical
campaign aimed at questioning the validity of his marriage. The
next spike in provincial performances coincides with the years
1533-35, years in which Henry annulled his marriage to Catherine
of Aragon, married Anne Boleyn, secured the Act of Supremacy,
began the dissolution of monasteries, and Elizabeth was born. In

8

Malone: Kent, 8-154.

9

Malone: Kent, 35-41; REED: Devon, 39-308.

10

REED: Shropshire, 77-200.
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those years twenty performances by royal troupes are recorded in
records from counties Kent, Devon, Norfolk, and Shropshire.11
Another spike in touring activity occurred during 1536-37
when there are thirteen recorded performances by royal troupes.
Then, in 1540-41 there was an even larger jump in provincial
performances. That year royal troupes appeared eighteen times in
records from Bristol, Feversham, Lydd, New Romney, Ludlow,
and Shrewsbury, eight of which were performances by actorservants traveling under the patronage of three-year-old Prince
Edward. These years correspond to the major uprising we call
“The Pilgrimage of Grace,” the passage of the Six Articles
defining the official theology of the Henrician church, and Henry’s
swing back to a more conservative religious stance. During the
years 1543-45 while there is only one recorded provincial
performance by Henry’s actor-servants, there are twelve recorded
for the actor-servants of Prince Edward.12
There is limited evidence concerning the repertories of
royal troupes during Henry’s reign. Only the titles of two plays
performed at Court by Henry’s company are named, Friendship,
Prudence and Might (1522), and Against the Cardinals (1533),13
but perhaps the royal troupes on tour performed Johan, Johan, The
Four PP, The Pardoner and the Friar by John Heywood, and
Roister Doister by Nicholas Udall. Heywood and Udall were
favorites at the Court. Heywood was invited to write plays for
Court performances, and Udall received patronage from Queens
11

Rosemary O’day, The Tudor Age (New York: Longman, 1995), 14; Diarmaid
MacCullough, et al., The Reign of Henry VIII (London: Macmillan, 1995), 135-45, 1557, 171-5.
12

Lancashire, Dramatic Texts, 122, 125, 130, 148, 156, 266, 352-5, 359-64,
366, 369-70, 374, 389-9, 381-3, 385, 389-92, 397; Malone: Kent, 8-12, 32-3, 35-42, 57,
69-70, 86, 99-106, 127-35, 152, 154; Norfolk/Suffolk, 13-114, 135-7, 188, 194; Lincoln,
4, 12-14, 70-1, 80, 83, 91-2; REED: Cumberland, 347; Bristol, 42,45-6, 49-51, 57;
Cambridge, 82, 84, 86, 99, 101, 106, 108, 111-16, 119, 124, 130-1, 144, 149, 154, 156;
Devon, 23, 38-40, 62, 110, 120-38, Dorset, 212, 240, 485, 494, 499, 504, 519, 529;
Hereford, 463, 465, 469, 485, 490, 494, 499. 501, 504-513, 529-30; Norwich, 3, 24-6;
Shropshire, 77-201; Somerset, 44-5, 252; MacCullough, 177-9.
13

Harbage and Schoenbaum, 22-5.
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Anne Boleyn and Catherine Parr, and from Edward Seymour, the
brother of Queen Jane. All three of Heywood’s plays are
theologically conservative, but rife with the anti-clericism that
marked Henry’s break with Rome.14 There are a few references to
other plays touching upon the Henrician reforms--a play performed
at Grey’s Inn called Governance and Lady Public Weal (1526),
two performances by unnamed troupes in London described as
Henry Cutting off the Heads of the Clergy (1533) and Priests were
Railed Upon (1536),15 and another performed before Queen
Catherine Howard called Godly Queene Hester. Scholars believe
this play may have been an allegory meant to compliment the
Queen and her supposed influence in downfall of Thomas
Cromwell. Norwich records from 1546 mention a play performed
by Queen Catherine Parr’s actor-servants called The Market of
Myscheffe that stirred up controversy in the city because of its
religious overtones.16 Perhaps John Bale’s plays like The Treason
of Thomas Becket or King Johan also were used by royal troupes,
but they are more closely linked with Thomas Cromwell’s troupe.
Interesting patterns emerge when attention is paid to the
touring of various aristocrats’ troupes during Henry’s reign. For
instance, actor-servants patronized by Charles Brandon, Duke of
Suffolk first appeared in 1514 about the time he married Henry’s
Sister Mary, and was elevated to a dukedom. Brandon’s actorservants show up intermittently in records from Cambridge,
Gloucester, Hampshire, Kent, Lincoln, Norfolk, Shropshire,
Suffolk, Sussex, and York until 1543. The most frequent mention
of performances by his troupe, however, appears in records from
Norfolk and Kent between 1520 and 1538.
Those years
correspond to Brandon’s appointment as Lord Lieutenant in the
eastern coastal region and certain local disturbances connected
14

Paul Whitfield White, Theatre and Reformation (Cambridge: Cambridge
UP), 1993, 68, 129.
15

Harbage and Schoenbaum, 22-3, 28-9; MacCullough, 183-5.

16

Lancashire, Dramatic Texts, 17, 22.
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with opposition to Henry’s religious reforms.17 An acting
company patronized by John deVere, Earl of Oxford, briefly
appears in records from Norfolk and Suffolk (1537), and Devon
(1540), where the play performed by his actor-servants, John
Bale’s Upon the King’s Two Marriages, actually is named (a rarity
in provincial records).18 Oxford was a strong supporter of
Protestant reforms, and for a time was patron to the playwright and
player John Bale. The year in which his troupe became inactive is
the year in which Henry’s hardening attitude towards Protestant
reforms and reformers led to the execution of Thomas Cromwell,
the flight of John Bale to the Continent, and the public burning of
Bale’s works as heretical material.19
An acting company patronized by Edward Seymour, Earl
of Hertford and later Lord Protector for Edward VI, first appeared
in 1536, when his sister Jane became Henry’s newest queen.20
Jane died shortly after the birth of the future King Edward VI.
After Jane’s death, Seymour’s actor-servants only traveled
sporadically until 1547, when, at Henry’s death, he became Lord
Protector to Edward VI. More on this later.
Virtually every Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports during
Henry's reign sponsored acting troupes: George Neville, Baron
Abergavenny, Warden, 1513-35, George Boleyn, Lord Rocheford,
Warden, 1535 until beheaded as was his sister Anne in 1536,
Arthur Plantagenet, Viscount Lisle, Warden from 1536 until his
death in 1542, and Lisle's successor Sir Thomas Cheney who held
the post until his death in 1558. Cheney was especially active in
local Kentish politics, often interfering in Parliamentary elections
17
The Register of Thetford Priory, ed. David Dymond (Oxford: Oxford UP and
Norfolk Record Society, 1995), 602, 708; Harbage and Schoenbaum, 28-9; Lancashire,
Dramatic Texts, 203, 376-7; Malone: Lincoln, 82; Norfolk/Suffolk, 38, 189; REED:
Cambridge, 115-6; Kent, 422, 576, 691-3; Shropshire, 77-8; Sussex, 107-08; York, 269,
273.
18

Thetford Priory, 693; Harbage and Schoenbaum, 26-7; REED: Devon, 229.

19

MacCullough, 191-2.

20

O’day, 54; Lancashire, Dramatic Texts, 403-04.
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in the Cinque Ports towns, but for most of the sixteenth century
every Lord Warden sought to exert political dominance over local
gentry and authorities in Kent. Most of the time, with the
exception of Viscount Lisle's troupe, which seems to have predated
his tenure as Lord Warden, the various Wardens’ actor-servants
toured almost exclusively in locales under the Lord Warden’s
jurisdiction, playing in Kentish towns, and sometimes in Rye in
Sussex.21 No names are recorded to tell us if the same actors were
passed down from Warden to Warden, and we have almost no
indication of repertories, but it does seem obvious that the Lords
Warden probably viewed a touring actor-servants as yet another
way to keep their name and authority before the gentry and
common people under their jurisdiction.
The records concerning touring activities by troupes
sponsored by the Stanley Earls of Derby seems to reflect their
usual political behavior. Always known as “trimmers” who sat on
the sidelines until they could see which way the wind blew, every
successive holder of the earldom sponsored an acting troupe from
the appearance of a troupe in 1494 traveling under the name of the
first Earl, Thomas, down into the reign of King James. Edward
Stanley, the third Earl, succeeded his father in 1521 at thirteen
years of age, and survived into the reign of Elizabeth. Actorservants under his patronage are first named performing in
Shrewsbury in 1524, in Shropshire in 1525 and 1527, and they
began to tour the rest of England in 1530, after Earl Edward had
reached his majority. From 1524 to 1538 the troupe appears
seventeen times in the records of nine counties: Shropshire,
Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridge, Gloucester, Essex, Wiltshire,
Leicester, and even in remote Durham. After 1538, when the
religious and political scene in Henry’s Court had heated up
considerably, Stanley’s strong affiliation with Catholicism may
well have caused him to curtail his troupe's activity so as to keep a
21
Malone: Kent, 10, 39, 57, 69, 103-5, 134-5, 151. 154; REED: Kent, 156, 397,
403, 408, 433, 436, 438, 442-3, 576-8, 590, 675, 772-3, 775, 835, 850-1, 855; Sussex, 87,
89, 103-06, 108-09; Michael Zell, et al., Early Modern Kent, 1540-1640 (Woodbridge,
UK: Boydell Press, 2000), 9-10.
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lower profile. Or, perhaps he was ordered to stop public
performances by his actor-servants. 22 At any rate, until 1564, six
years into the reign of Elizabeth, there exist no records of public
performances by the Earl of Derby’s Men. In that year, however,
as the Earl maneuvered for a place in Elizabeth’s inner circle, and
political and religious controversies seemed quiescent, touring
performances are recorded for two troupes sponsored by the
Stanleys: one under the name of Edward, as Earl of Derby, and a
second under the name of his putative heir, Henry, Lord Strange.23
A similar parallel to between political fortunes and
sponsorship of an acting troupe exists with an acting troupe touring
under the patronage of John Russell. Russell first found royal
favoritism under Henry VIII whom he served as a diplomat and
military commander. Russell was created Baron Russell in 1539,
and was named as one of the executors of Henry's will. Russell
was a strong supporter of the Protestant reforms begun under
Henry VIII, and upon Edward VI’s succession in 1547 he was
named to the Privy Council and made Earl of Bedford. Within the
Council, Russell was active in implementing the more radical
religious reforms undertaken by Edward’s government. Within a
year of being elevated to the peerage an acting troupe bearing his
name began to tour the kingdom, appearing twelve times in records
from the counties of Cambridge, Devon, Gloucester, Norfolk,
Shropshire, and Somerset. Not surprisingly, the majority of those
appearances were during the reign of Edward VI.24
John Foxe’s various editions of Actes and Monuments
portray Thomas Cromwell as one of Henry’s chief proponents of
Protestant reform, using any means at his disposal to spread the
new religion. When he was beginning Actes and Monuments, Foxe
became a close associate of John Bale, and it was from Bale that he
22
Dictionary of National Biography, v. 18, 938-9; Malone: Norfolk/Suffolk,
113, 114, 182; REED: Bristol, 43; Cambridge, 105; Shropshire, 181-2.
23

Malone: Norfolk/Suffolk 114, REED: Newcastle 114.

24
DNB, v. 17, 444-6; Lancashire, Dramatic Texts, 403; REED: Bristol, 51;
Cambridge, 130; Devon, 40, 229, 232; Somerset, 45.
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received most of his perceptions about Cromwell.25 Cromwell
brought Bale under his wing perhaps as early as 1534, and by 1536
Bale was touring as leader of an acting troupe under Cromwell's
patronage. From then until 1540, Cromwell's troupe appeared in
several important sites throughout the kingdom: in Cambridge
thrice, in Thetford (Norfolk) twice, and in Shrewsbury twice, and
once each in York, Ludlow, Leicester, and Canterbury.26 The
touring activity of Cromwell’s troupe under Bale’s leadership
matches a time when King Henry’s Men also were more active.
The appearance in the provinces of both troupes coincides with the
years in which Henry’s government was dissolving the monasteries
and instituting the most radical of the Henrician reforms. There is
the tantalizing possibility that the activities were coordinated, but
there is no documentary proof.
For Cromwell’s troupe, and perhaps for Oxford's troupe,
for which Bale himself tells us he wrote plays27 we have some
indications of a repertory, for Bale has left us an inventory of plays
he wrote. Most significant of Bale's plays to literary historians is
King Johan, because of its clear message that papal supremacy
means ruin for the kingdom of England, and because of the play’s
probable influence on Shakespeare’s King John. But his other
plays, like the Treacheries of the Papists, the Treason of Thomas à
Becket, The Life of John the Baptist, stressed not only royal
supremacy, but the new doctrines as well. They contained enough
radical material that they were burned after Cromwell's fall in
1540. A letter of 1537 from the Protestant vicar Thomas Wylley
offered three plays he had written for the use of Lord Chancellor
Cromwell’s actor-servants. Wylley describes one play as a drama
about how to receive the sacrament; another as denouncing the
pope’s councilors, and the third Wylley entitled Rude Commonalty,
probably a play denouncing the participants in the Pilgrimage of
25

John Foxe, Actes and Monuments (London: John Day, 1563), 598; Peter
Happé, John Bale (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1996), 16, 21-2.
26

Lancashire, Dramatic Texts, 54-65, 104; MacCullough, 187-90.

27

White, 15, 17-19.
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Grace of the previous year.28 Wylley’s scripts have not survived;
nor is there any evidence the plays were performed, but Wylley’s
offer shows that Cromwell was perceived by many Protestant
reformers to make use of theatrical performances to promote
religious reform. Obviously performances of the repertory we
attach to Cromwell’s troupe not only reminded viewers of Lord
Chancellor Cromwell’s power and influence, but also made clear
to those viewers what the government (or at least the Lord
Chancellor) considered legitimate policy and religious belief.
Touring by all types of troupes shrank during the reign of
Edward VI. There are no instances of community troupes on tour,
and touring by aristocratic actor-servants also diminished.
Edward’s own troupe performed five plays at different times
before the Court that were described by contemporaries as antiCatholic. During his short reign, Edward’s actor-servants appeared
25 times in eleven different counties. The majority of those
appearances fall in the last three years of the reign when Edward
and his Council were mandating the Book of Common Prayer as
the official liturgy for the church and vigorously enforcing the
Protestantization of the church calendar and church interiors.29
Interestingly, King Edward’s Men was the only royal company
throughout the Tudor era to play in Cornwall.30 Its appearance
there in 1550 suggests it was sent as a reminder of royal power on
the heels of the suppression of the Prayer Book Rebellion that
broke out in Cornwall the year before.
In comparison to records of at least one public performance
in the provinces by 31 aristocratic troupes under Henry VIII, only
nineteen such troupes are recorded during the reign of Edward VI,
and only eight appear in the records five times or more. All of
28
Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, of Reign of Henry VIII, ed. James
Gairdner and R. H. Brodie (London: Eyer and Spottiswoode, 1896), v. 12, no. 529.
29

Suzanne R. Westfall, Patrons and Performance (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1990), 122; White, 17-19; Walker, 7, 9, 227.
30

Malone: Lincoln, 13: REED: Cambridge, 149, 154, 156; Dorset, 212, 505;
Kent, 167, 170, 447, 451, 454, 544, 693-4; Norwich, 24-6; Shropshire, 201; Sussex, 11214; Murray, v. 2, 296; Lancashire, Dramatic Texts, 296.
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those eight peers were members of Edward’s Privy Council, and
avowed Protestants.31 For instance, the troupe of John de Vere III,
Earl of Oxford, is absent from provincial records after 1540, but in
a letter by Bishop Gardiner we find Oxford’s Men again
performing almost immediately after Henry’s death. Gardiner
complained Oxford’s actor-servants planned a “solemn play” in
London in competition with formal eulogies to Henry VIII planned
by the bishop to mark the King’s death. 32 From 1549 to 1552
Oxford’s troupe is named four times in provincial records as giving
public performances, twice in Essex and once in Gloucester and
Surrey.33
Other aristocratic troupes for which we have records of
public performances display the same intimacy with the inner
circle. Records show a performance by a troupe sponsored by Sir
Edward Bray, Constable of the Tower in 1549, and one by his
brother John’s troupe in 1550. Sir Anthony Kingston sponsored a
troupe, which performed in Gloucester in 1551, 1552, and 1553. It
first appeared in provincial records almost immediately after he
was made a Privy Counselor.34
Edward Seymour, in his new role as Lord Protector and
Duke of Somerset clearly seems to have used his acting troupe as a
means of displaying influence and power. Once Seymour took
control of the Council at Edward’s succession in 1547, annual
public performances in the provinces by the (now) Duke of
Somerset’s actor-servants suddenly leapt to four, with two
performances in Cambridge and two in Kent. In the next year,
1548, Seymour’s troupe appeared in Kent four times and once each
in Leicester, Dorset, Somerset and Norfolk. By 1549 Somerset’s
actor-servants averaged over four provincial performances per
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year, and had appeared in at least eight counties.35 Two surviving
scripts, printed under Elizabeth, tell us something of the repertory
of Seymour’s troupe. Both suggest a repertory based on religious
themes. One, by Seymour’s chaplain Thomas Becon, is entitled A
Newe Dialog betwene Thangel of God and the Shepherdes in the
Felde; the other by Lewis Wager is named The Life and
Repentaunce of Marie Magdalene. We also know that letters were
exchanged between Stephen Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester, and
Seymour in which Gardiner complained of players meddling in
such religious matters as questions of justification and the
sacraments.36 Whether or not these “meddling” players were
Seymour’s or those of other noblemen is not clear, but the letters
suggest Seymour was doing little to suppress acting troupes
performing dramas presenting the Protestant beliefs.
The public activity of Seymour’s troupe parallels his
political fortunes. Provincial appearances by his troupe decline
after 1549; its last recorded performance in the provinces is in
1550 in Gloucester. In late 1549, the Lord Protector’s chief rival
on the Privy Council, John Dudley, Earl of Warwick, charged
Seymour with various crimes, and the Duke was imprisoned
briefly in the Tower. Though Seymour was released and restored
to some of his property, his power within Edward’s government
was gone. 37 The Council was now lead by Warwick. Since
Edward’s Council held a much tighter rein on dramatic activity
than had his father’s,38 it is no wonder that Somerset’s enemies
now controlling that Council curtailed activities which seemed to
promote Somerset’s interests.
35
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The fortunes of Edward Seymour’s younger brother
Thomas also rose with his sister’s marriage to King Henry.
However, his greatest power came when his brother Edward
became Lord Protector. Thomas made several attempts to arrange
favorable marriages for himself, including proposing a match with
Princess Elizabeth, and ended up marrying the dowager Queen
Catherine Parr. Just like his elder brother, we find actor-servants
patronized by Thomas Seymour began traveling in 1547,
concurrent with his appointment as Lord Admiral and member of
the Privy Council. His troupe toured Dorset and Kent in 1547 and
Cambridge and Kent in 1548. Understandably, his troupe becomes
inactive after 1548. Thomas Seymour fell from power and was
executed for treason in 1549.39
The Earl of Warwick, John Dudley, after disposing of
Edward Seymour as Lord Protector, was raised to the title of Duke
of Northumberland. There is evidence of an acting troupe
appearing on tour in 1544 in Dorset under his patronage, but (and
this should come as no surprise) the bulk of his troupes’ activity
occurs in 1551, 1552, and 1553, at the same time his political
fortunes peaked. His actor-servants visited Devon and Somerset in
1551, Devon and Dorset in 1552 and Warwick in 1553. Likewise,
his troupe disappears from records of public performances once
Mary took the throne in 1553. An inventory of Dudley’s goods,
taken after his beheading, lists five plays attacking the pope,
including a manuscript of the play Old Custome. 40 Perhaps this
helps explain the seeming taste for theatre, and the long-lasting
patronage of an acting troupe by his more famous son, Robert
Dudley, Earl of Leicester.
The evidence for the repertories of acting troupes during
Edward’s reign rests primarily on performances by Edward’s own
actor-servants at Court and John Bales’ inventory. Though no
script ascribed to Edward’s troupe has survived, contemporary
39
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descriptions of performances by Edward’s actor-servants suggest
that his troupe served as an active voice for reform. In 1549, at
Court, his troupe performed a play with the following characters: a
king, a dragon with seven heads, six priests, and seven hermits. In
1552 at the Christmas revels the King’s Men played Esopes
Crowe, a play most scholars believe was a satire on the Catholic
mass. In 1553 the troupe performed a play about conditions in
Ireland. Devils are described as prominent characters. Another
play used by Edward’s troupe is named, The Passion of the Christ,
performed in Shropshire in 1548. This may well be one of John
Bale’s plays, for a title of that name appears in his inventory, and
Bale himself returned from exile at Edward’s succession. 41
Sources from the reign of Mary describe Edward’s actor-servants
as performing interludes that mocked rites and ceremonies of the
Catholic Church.42 The probable repertory of Oxford’s troupe
included several of the anti-Catholic dramas John Bale lists in his
inventory, such as: On Popish Sects, On the Treacheries of the
Papists, Against the Corrupters of God’s Word, On the Council of
the High Priests, and On the Lord’s Supper. And John Foxe notes
in his Actes and Monuments that certain players “set up by God to
bring down the pope, as having done meetly well already.”43
Clearly, Henry VIII and Edward VI, and/or their Privy
Counselors, began to realize the potential power for propaganda
that acting troupes offered. Records of their troupes' activities
attest to that fact, as do the growing regulations placed on the
activities of amateur and aristocratic troupes.44 Records suggest
the touring activity of royal troupes increased in times of increased
political and religious agitation or changes in royal policies. Both
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kings seem to have sought to give the royal household a dominant
voice in the plays being presented across the countryside.
While it is unclear whether or not noblemen used their
troupes to further their individual political agendas, as can be more
readily inferred concerning royal troupes, it does seem clear that
acting companies were used as trappings of power and preference.
The tours of many aristocratic troupes clearly matched the rise and
fall of the political fortunes of their patrons, and records also show
that the actor-servants of aristocrats were more often away from
the seats of their patrons than in residence.45 In short, the role and
status of aristocratic acting troupes seems to have been shifting
from sometime entertainers within the private confines of this or
that powerful household to public performers whose tours took
them far from the seats of their patrons. Perhaps we might say that
the reigns of Henry VIII and Edward VI mark the beginnings of a
process leading to the acting companies of Shakespeare's day.
Mary’s accession and the restoration of Catholicism did
little to reverse this trend. There were some attempts to restore
traditional, local religious plays. New Romney in Kent disbursed
sums to revive its passion play in 1555. Ashburton, Devon, tried
to re-start its theatrical activities in 1554, but abandoned those
efforts with Elizabeth’s accession, and Lincoln brought back its
Corpus Christi play in 1553, but abolished it in 1559. There are
only three instances of touring performances by civic players, one
in Norfolk, one in Dorset, one in Worcester. Perhaps thirteen
unnamed troupes mentioned in records scattered about England
also were troupes from nearby localities.46
Economic issues militated against the revival of local
theatrical activities. Even a cursory glance at parish records shows
the enormous expenses communities laid out for two sets of
45
46
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religious reform within the space of five or six short years.
Edward's government ordered the removal of vestments, books,
images, altars, communion implements, and any other symbols of
Catholicism—all, of course, at the communities' own expense.
Now Mary's government ordered the restoration of all those things
that Edward's government had removed, again at the communities'
own expense. Much of this removal and restoration involved
major construction within the churches themselves, not just taking
down some pieces of statuary and then putting them back.
Calculations I have made based on thirty-four published
churchwardens’ accounts from nineteen English counties shows
that in larger, wealthy parishes the total costs of reform averaged
4% to 5.5% of annual income. In smaller parishes costs
skyrocketed to 40%, 56%, to 75%. The overall average cost for
the 34 parishes, and roughly the median cost too, was 20% of
annual income.47 With such costs, how could localities quickly
47
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restore their costumes, properties, and play books, most of which
had been dispersed under Edward?
Nor was the pattern of close watch on the activities of
aristocratic troupes relaxed under Mary. Published records from
1553 through 1558 identify only 22 public performances in the
provinces by aristocratic actor-servants.
One of those
performances, in 1554, was by the troupe of the Duke of Suffolk,
Lady Jane Grey's father, who at the time was seeking to rally
support for the upcoming Wyatt rebellion. After that rebellion,
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only the actor-servants of the powerful Duke of Norfolk (six
recorded performances) and those of the Earl of Oxford (eight)
performed publicly more than once. Queen Mary's troupe
appeared at least twenty-five times in thirteen different counties, an
average of almost five performances a year away from Court.48
Probably the turmoil surrounding her accession, and the
early rebellion led by Sir Thomas Wyatt months after Mary took
the throne made the Queen, and her Council, more determined than
ever to control the activities of touring troupes. In 1556 the
Council ordered the Earl of Shrewsbury to arrest a troupe traveling
in Lancashire under the name of Sir Thomas Leek (otherwise
unknown) for presenting plays defaming King Philip and Queen
Mary. In September 1557, the London performance of a play in
named A Sacke Full of News was suppressed. In Kent an unnamed
actor was detained and then sent to London for further questioning
about some sort of seditious play, but there is no evidence of a
performance of the play in question, nor is its content described.49
The pattern of a general decline in theatrical touring
activity reversed with a vengeance with Elizabeth's accession.
Excluding performances at Court, and those in and around London,
the spreadsheet shows that from 1323 (the earliest date on record)
to 1603, 62% percent of all touring activity occurred during
Elizabeth’s forty-four years on the throne. All told, records
published to date reveal that 193 acting companies performed at
least once in the provinces during her reign. But the pattern of
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decline in theatrical touring by local acting companies, which
began under Henry VIII, continued during the reign of Elizabeth.
By the time of Elizabeth the policies of Henry VIII,
Edward VI, and Mary had produced a milieu in which an actor’s
legal status to perform depended upon his identification as the
servant of an aristocratic patron, and audiences, save in the most
remote areas of England, had to depend upon those aristocratic
actor-servants for theatrical entertainment. In Coventry, for
example, records list only two instances of visiting troupes playing
there before 1570, but from 1574 until the end of Elizabeth’s reign,
there were 180 appearances by aristocratic troupes, never less than
two a year, and in some years as many as ten or eleven. The yearly
average was six. Coventry entertained (or was entertained by) the
major aristocratic acting companies active during Elizabeth’s
reign. The list of actor-servants includes those of the Queen, the
Lord Admiral, the Lord Chamberlain, the Earls of Hereford,
Huntingdon, Leicester, Lincoln, Oxford, Pembroke, Sussex,
Warwick, Worcester, Bath, Derby, and Essex, and those attached
to the Viscounts Lisle and Montague and the Barons Berkeley,
Chandos, Compton, de la Warr, Darcy, Strange, Eure, Howard,
Monteagle, Mordaunt, Morley, Mountjoy, Ogle, Vaux, Sheffield,
Stafford and Willoughby.50
There were some middling class men who attempted to
form acting companies in Elizabeth’s first ten years. Their efforts
probably reflect tendencies by members of the middling classes to
find new, and more lucrative, occupations than those offered in
traditional trades. By Shakespeare’s time most members of acting
companies were middling class men moving from identification
with a traditional trade into the profession of actor.51 Provincial
records show eighteen troupes identified solely by the names of
leaders or partners within the troupes: players of William Martyn,
Peter Moone, James Candler, Players of Beeston, Players of
50
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Cavendish, et cetera. Most of these self-generated troupes arose
within specific geographical areas, and most performed only in a
small number of towns that were close to one another. Most
appear in provincial records only once; the maximum number of
recorded performances by a single troupe is three. With four
exceptions, after 1573 no troupe identified by the name of one of
the players appears in provincial records. Between 1568-74,
fourteen troupes also appear in provincial records bearing the
names of local gentrymen: Players of Mr. Tewks (Sheriff of
Essex), of Mr. Edgecombe, and so on. These gentlemen’s
companies also played in limited geographical areas.52
Perhaps these troupes were ad hoc, that is, actors (perhaps
household servants) gathered for a specific performance or two.
However, Elizabeth's government not only continued the
injunctions against unlicensed playing and travel instituted by
Henry VIII and Edward VI, it increased them. In 1559, a royal
proclamation specified that in order to give any performance,
acting companies must secure a license from city or county
officials, or two Justices of the Peace; a proclamation in 1572
forbade nobles from bestowing liveries on any persons except
personal servants or personal lawyers. In the same year, a
Parliamentary Act “for the punishment of Vacabondes” required
that traveling players must be the servants of a “Baron of this
Realme or . . . any other honorable Personage of greater Degree,”
as well as possessing a “Lycense of two Justices of the Peace.”
That act was reaffirmed in 1576 and 1598, and reinforced by no
less than seven royal proclamations between 1576 and 1600.53
Such actions guaranteed that only acting companies sponsored by a
peer of the realm could survive, and explain the swift
disappearance of self-generated acting companies and companies
sponsored by local gentry.
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Of all the Tudors, Elizabeth used the Royal Progress to full
use in presenting the monarch to her subjects with ceremonial
splendor. Her grandfather and father also used that practice, but
neither to as much effect and frequency.54 Therefore it should be
no surprise that of all the Tudors it was Elizabeth who seems to
have realized the potential of her royal acting troupe representing
the monarch's presence throughout the kingdom.
Despite
differences in the lengths of reigns for her predecessors (Henry
VIII, thirty-six years, Edward VI and Mary, five years each), the
average number of provincial appearances by royal actor-servants
remains relatively constant, about five per year. Under Elizabeth
that average jumped to thirteen per year.
That increase appeared at the very beginning of her reign.
In her first few months, provincial records published to date reveal
eight performances around the provinces by the Queen's Men (also
termed Court Interluders): twice in Kent, Gloucestershire, and
Shropshire, and once in Lincolnshire and Sussex. For Elizabeth’s
first five years provincial records show a total of forty-nine
performances by the Queen’s Men, in Kent, Gloucestershire,
Lincolnshire, Shropshire, Leicestershire, Devon, Norfolk, Essex,
Hampshire, Cambridgeshire, Suffolk, Sussex, and as far north as
Yorkshire and Northumberland. Combining the ten years of her
brother's and sister's reigns, records published to date show their
royal troupes performing in the provinces fifty times, and in far
fewer counties. Hence in Elizabeth's first five years the presence
of the royal troupe around the kingdom equaled that of both reigns.
For her next five years (1564-68) provincial accounts record fiftyfour appearances by the Queen's Men, in fourteen different
counties. At a total of 103 provincial performances, the presence
of the Royal troupe throughout the realm increased 100% over
appearances by royal troupes in the ten years spanned by reigns of
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her royal siblings. Indeed, the Queen’s troupe played exclusively
in the provinces from 1561 until 1583.55
Some scholars note the letter to the London authorities
drawn up by Sir Francis Walsingham in 1583 as marking the "real"
beginning of the Queen's Men.56 Perhaps it does indicate the
troupe was given some greater autonomy or legal identity, but
actor-servants identified as the Queen’s Men or Court Interluders
before that date played at least 153 times at forty-three different
locales in twenty counties. If we include five instances when
actor-servants are ascribed to the patronage of the Masters of the
Revels Sir Thomas Bengar and Edmund Tilney (as I think we
must) the number rises to 158. Only eleven performances, 7% of
the total performances recorded to date, were at Court, all of them
within the first two years of the reign.57 The number of provincial
performances by King Henry’s Men during his thirty-six year reign
was 189. In her first twenty-five years, therefore, Elizabeth's
company already had performed 84% of the grand total for Henry's
entire reign. Even if we push the number for Henry VIII to 300
royal performances by including the actor-servants traveling under
the patronage of Henry’s putative heirs and wives,58 Elizabeth’s
one troupe still reaches 51% of the total provincial performances
by all three royal troupes during the reign Henry VIII.
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After 1583, for her final twenty years on the throne, the
Queen's Men were recorded in provincial accounts published to
date 426 times, at seventy-eight locales in thirty-one counties,
some as distant from London as York, Cumberland, Cheshire,
Northumberland, and Lancashire. There were only twenty-seven
appearances at Court, a piddling number when compared to the
appearances in the provinces.59 Walsingham claimed in 1583 that
the Queen’s troupe was licensed to play in and around London so
as to be practiced to play at Court when summoned.60 Yet her
actor-servants only played in and around London twelve times
from 1583 to 1594 (1583, 1586, twice in 1588, and eight times in
1594).61 After 1594 her acting company never again appeared at
Court or in the London area. Perhaps this was due, as Andrew
Gurr believes, to the efforts of Lords Hunsdon and Charles
Howard to stabilize the London theatre by creating "a duopoly" in
which only two companies had permanent residency in the London
area.62 Whatever may be the case, when a total of thirty-eight
Court performances is compared to a total of 558 recorded
performances before the public,63 Elizabeth’s actor-servants spent
59
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only 6% of their time entertaining the Queen, and 94% of their
time performing around her kingdom. Elizabeth may have liked
plays, but such percentages suggest the Queen intended more than
her own entertainment for the royal acting troupe.
Except for a Court performance in 1559 of a lost play
called Papists, what little we know of the repertory of the Queen’s
Men does not, at first glance, reflect overtly political or antiCatholic plays like those performed by her father’s and brother’s
troupes. Also, most plays ascribed to the repertory of the Queen’s
Men are dated after 1583. Scholars have ascribed the following
plays to the Queen's Men: Job, a Biblical play, An Antic Play,
perhaps a farce, six histories—Mucudorus, Alphonsus King of
Aragon and Famous Victories of Henry V, a version of Richard III
(perhaps The True Tragedy of Richard III), perhaps The
Troublesome Reign of King John, and The True Chronicle History
of King Leir—two pastorals—Felix and Philomena, and Phyllida
and Coran—a tragedy, The Jew of Malta, three morality plays—A
Looking Glass for London, Three Lords and Three Ladies of
London, and Three Plays in One (possibly a version of The Seven
Deadly Sins)—and eight comedies—Selimus, Orlando Furioso,
Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay, The Fair Maid of Italy, The Old
Wives Tale, The Ranger's Comedy, Scottish History of James IV.64
All of these plays, however, are derived from records pertaining to
performances at Court or in the London public theatres. Not one
play is named or described in the 558 performances by the Queen’s
actor-servants listed in provincial records.
This repertory seems to avoid overt religious and political
themes, but Scott McMillin and Sally-Beth MacLean assert that
there are subtle political and religious messages in these plays.
The English history plays, they maintain, subtly point to the
249, 257, 259, 266; Cumberland, 298-302, 307-08; Devon, 43-4, 65, 67, 150, 235-9, 27980; Hereford, 362; Newcastle, 32; Norwich, 32, 48-52; Shropshire, 82, 206-10; Somerset,
49; Sussex, 117-21; Astington, 222.
64
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culmination of an ideal state under the Tudor monarchs, the
pastorals to the reign of England’s “Gloriana,” and the others, both
by their “simple speech” and parodies of Catholic and Puritan
excesses, offer strident comparisons to the moderate Protestantism
of Elizabeth’s religious settlement. Such were the messages
McMillin and MacLean believe Elizabeth, Walsingham, Leicester
and the other moderate Protestant Privy Counselors wished carried
about the kingdom.65
Perhaps these plays, if we can assume they were performed
in the provinces, did present those messages. Aside from that, it is
highly probable that the touring actors served as unofficial couriers
and “intelligencers,” sometimes carrying messages and bringing
back tidbits of information about people, events, and potential
unrest in the provinces. We know the Privy Council had
“intelligencers” who brought them information about the London
theatres, and that at least once the Earl of Leicester used Will
Kempe, the comedian in his troupe, to carry information across the
Channel.66 If nothing else, it is likely Elizabeth believed the mere
presence of an acting company wearing her livery reminded her
subjects of her own "presence" and power to reach any nook and
cranny in the realm. Certainly the 558 provincial performances of
the Queen’s Men published to date, an average of over thirteen per
year, overshadow the appearances by any other troupes, be they
aristocratic, civic, or unnamed. In provincial records published to
date appearances by the Queen’s Men account for 21% of all
provincial performances during her reign, and if all acting
companies except those sponsored by aristocrats are excluded, the
Queen’s Men accounts for fully one-third.
Provincial records make it clear that theatre quickly became
the domain of aristocratic actor-servants after the accession of
Elizabeth. In the one hundred years that preceded Elizabeth (c.
1457-1557), approximately ten knights and seventy-three peers are
named, at one time and one place or another, as patrons of acting
65
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companies. The frequency of public performances by these
troupes, and their life spans, were generally limited. During
Elizabeth’s forty-four years the patrons of that status rose to
approximately thirty-four knights and ninety-six peers and
peeresses.67
Included in these numbers, of course, are some
successive generations of patrons like the Stanley Earls of Derby,
de Vere Earls of Oxford, and FitzAlan Earls of Arundel, who
seemed to have passed on acting companies to their heirs much
like they passed on their titles and lands. Yet, even counting those
successive troupes as single, continuous ones, provincial records,
at one place and time or another, reveal 106 other acting
companies attached to gentle or noble patrons. Most of these
acting companies were short lived. All of the troupes sponsored by
knights, and forty-four sponsored by aristocrats functioned less
than ten years. Troupes formed and dissolved, and some actors
shifted from troupe to troupe.68 Nonetheless, in raw numbers
Elizabeth’s reign saw an increase of over 45% in noble patrons of
acting companies over the hundred years that preceded her. Table
1 lists nobles who at one time or another during Elizabeth’s reign
gave their names to acting companies, indicating the first and last
years the troupes appear in provincial records published to date.
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Table 1: Aristocratic Patrons of Acting Troupes during
Elizabeth’s Reign
Patron
Lord Admiral (Charles Howard)
Lord Abergavenny (Henry Neville)
Lord Audrey (George Touchet)
Lord Bartholomew (not identified)
Lord Beauchamp (Edward Seymour III)
Lord Berkeley (Henry Berkeley)
Lord Burgh (Thomas Burgh)
Lord Burghley (William Cecil)
Lord Chandos (Edmund Brydges)
Lord Chandos (Gyles Brydges)
Lord Chandos (William Brydges)
Lord Chandos (Grey Brydges)
Lord Cobham (William Brooke)
Lord Compton (Henry Compton)
Lord Cromwell (Edward Cromwell)
Lord Darcy (John Darcy)
Lord Darcy (John Darcy II)
Lord de la Warr (William West)
Lord Dudley (Edward Sutton)
Lord Dudley (Edward Sutton II)
Lord Durand (unidentified)
Lord Eure (Ralph Eure)
Lord Hastings of Loughborough (Edward Hastings)
Lord Howard (of Bindon or Walden?)
Lord Hunsdon (Henry Carey, Lord Chamberlain)
Lord Hunsdon (George Carey, Lord Chamberlain)
Lord Kinderton (Thomas Venables)
Lord Lattimer (John Neville)
Lord Lumley (John Lumley)
Lord Monteagle (William Stanley)
Lord Monteagle (William Parker)
Lord Mordaunt (Lewis Mordaunt)
Lord Morley (Edward Parker)
Lord Mountjoy (James Blount)
Lord Mountjoy (William Blount)
Lord Mountjoy (Charles Blount)
Lord Norris (Henry Norris)
Lord North (Roger North)
Lord Ogle (Cuthbert Ogle)
Lord Rich (Richard Rich)
Lord Rich (Robert Rich)
Lord Rocheford? (title extinct after 1537)
Lord Sandys (William Sandys)

1st Year
1574
1560
1559
1581
1589
1577
1590
1580
1558
1577
1594
1603
1563
1573
1599
1578
1602
1575
1583
1590
1592
1601
1565
1599
1564
1596
1577
1562
1571
1569
1583
1602
1581
1558
1583
1598
1593
1591
1578
1563
1568
1577
1589

Last Year
1603
1565
1560
1581
1596
1602
1596
1580
1558
1594
1603
1603
1571
1578
1599
1602
1602
1577
1583
1603
1592
1603
1565
1603
1596
1603
1578
1654
1571
1581
1598
1602
1602
1577
1583
1598
1593
1591
1596
1567
1587
1577
1597
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Patron
Lord Scrope (Henry Scrope)
Lord Sheffield (Edmund Sheffield)
Lord Stafford (Edward Stafford)
Lord Strange (Hen. Stanley, Earl of Derby in 1572)
Lord Strange (Ferd. Stanley, Earl of Derby in 1594)
Lord Vaux (William Vaux)
Lord Vaux (Edward Vaux)
Lord Wharton (Philip Wharton)
Lord Willoughby (deEresby, deBorke?)
Lord Willoughby (de Broke, prob, Fulke Greville)
Lord Yden (Alexander Yden)
Lady Manches (unidentified, prob. Lady Mountjoy)
Viscount Lisle (Robert Sidney)
Viscount Montagu (Anthony Browne)
Viscount Montagu (Anthony Maria Browne)
Earl of Arundel (Henry FitzAlan)
Earl of Arundel (Philip Howard)
Earl of Bath (William Bourchier)
Earl of Bedford (Francis Russell)
Earl of Bedford (Edward Russell)
Earl of Cumberland (George Clifford)
Earl of Derby (Edward Stanley)
Earl of Derby (Henry Stanley)
Earl of Derby (Ferdinando Stanley)
Earl of Derby (William Stanley)
Countess of Derby (Alice, widow of Ferd.)
Earl of Essex (Walter Devereux)
Earl of Essex (Robert Devereux)
Countess of Essex (Lettice Knollys, widow, Walter)
Earl of Hertford (Edward Seymour II)
Earl of Huntingdon (Henry Hastings)
Earl of Huntingdon (George Hastings)
Earl of Leicester (Robert Dudley)
Earl of Lincoln (Edward Fiennes)
Earl of Lincoln (William Fiennes)
Earl of Oxford (John deVere)
Earl of Oxford (Edward deVere)
Earl of Pembroke (Henry Herbert)
Earl of Shrewsbury (George Talbot)
Earl of Southampton (Henry Wriothesley I)
Earl of Suffolk (Thomas Howard
Earl of Sussex (Thomas Radcliffe)
Earl of Sussex (Henry Radcliff)
Earl of Sussex (Robert Radcliffe
Countess of Sussex (widow of Thomas)
Earl of Warwick (Ambrose Dudley)
Earl of Westmorland (Thomas Neville)

1st Year
1564
1577
1574
1560
1576
1599
1560
1581
1582
1571
1577
1574
1593
1585
1570
1560
1564
1602
1594
1564
1603
1564
1574
1594
1594
1594
1572
1576
1577
1591
1582
1596
1558
1566
1599
1559
1562
1575
1572
1573
1562
1565
1583
1593
1587
1559
1567
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Last Year
1576
1586
1602
1569
1593
1599
1596
1599
1582
1571
1577
1592
1595
1585
1578
1561
1565
1602
1594
1565
1603
1569
1593
1594
1603
1594
1576
1596
1580
1602
1588
1603
1589
1577
1603
1562
1601
1600
1572
1573
1588
1583
1593
1603
1587
1590
1567
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Patron
Earl of Worcester (William Somerset)
Earl of Worcester (Edward Somerset)
Marquess of Northampton (William Parr)
Duke of Norfolk (Thomas Howard)
Duchess of Suffolk (Katherine, widow, Chas. Brandon)
Duchess of Suffolk (Frances, widow, Henry Grey)

1st Year
1562
1589
1559
1558
1560
1559

Last Year
1585
1603
1559
1558
1565
1567

To hone down these raw numbers, let us exclude those
troupes that appear less than six times in provincial records (for
example, a citation in 1580 that Lord Burghley’s servants
performed at Ludlow during the Queen’s visit).69 Records
concerning such players may refer only to ac hoc performances
staged for special occasions.
Yet even with these exclusions, provincial records still
reveal an explosion of aristocratic-sponsored acting companies
performing in England under Elizabeth. Using this “6+” rule, in
the hundred years before Elizabeth’s reign, provincial records
published to date yields a list of aristocratic patrons containing one
knight and twenty-five peers. In the forty-four years of Elizabeth’s
reign, the provincial records yield a list containing three knights
and fifty-one peers—more than double the number of aristocratic
patrons than under all her Tudor predecessors, and in less than half
the amount of time.70 Clearly the virtual disappearance of local
performance activity and tours by local civic companies71 was
being replaced by traveling troupes wearing the badges of their
aristocrat patrons. All of these numbers will grow as more records
are made available.
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As noted earlier, several of the traveling acting companies
have some continuity with earlier Tudors in the tradition of great
families who maintained minstrels, jugglers, jesters as personal
“entertainment corps.” The deVere Earls of Oxford patronized
minstrels and players over five successive Earls from 1488 to
1600. Six FitzAlan Earls of Arundel were patrons of troupes from
1388 to 1561. From 1494 until the end of the reign of James I, the
Stanley Earls of Derby patronized acting troupes, with a thirty-year
hiatus between 1538-1568--a period of time, incidentally, that
corresponds to an ebbing of Stanley influence at Court. During
Elizabeth’s reign the Stanleys patronized two troupes, one under
the present Earl, the other under his putative heir, Lord Strange.
Five Radcliffe Earls of Sussex patronized acting companies from
1535 to 1618, with a lapse during the reigns of Edward and Mary,
and resuming in 1564,72 when the Radcliffe star was rising. In
1572 Thomas Radcliffe became Elizabeth’s Lord Chamberlain.73
However, fifty-one out of seventy acting companies
sponsored by peers and peeresses during Elizabeth’s reign, were
brand-new, or, in one or two cases, resuscitations of patronage
moribund for over twenty years: those of the Earls of Nottingham
(Lord Admiral Charles Howard), Essex, Hertford, Huntingdon,
Leicester, Lincoln, Pembroke, Southampton, Suffolk, Warwick,
and Worcester, of the Duke of Norfolk, dowager Duchess of
Suffolk (Frances Grey), the dowager Countesses of Sussex and
Essex, Viscounts Montagu and Lisle, and of Barons Abergavenny,
Bartholomew, Beauchamp, Berkeley, Burgh, Cobham, Compton,
Cromwell, Darcy, Dudley (Edward Sutton), Durand, Eure,
Hastings of Loughborough, Howard, Hunsdon (later Lord
Chamberlain), Kinderton, Lattimer, Lumley, Monteagle,
72
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Mordaunt, Morley, Mountjoy, Norris, North, Ogle, Rich (made
infamous by Bolt’s Man for All Seasons), Sandys, Scrope,
Sheffield, Stafford, Vaux, Wharton, Willoughby, and Yden. Of
these fifty-one troupes, fifteen (29%) sprang into existence in the
first five years of Elizabeth’s reign. Another twenty-seven
appeared in her next ten years. In other words, about 82% of the
new Elizabethan acting companies were formed in the first fifteen
years of Elizabeth’s reign.74
As mentioned above, throughout the Tudor era provincial
records indicating the repertories of traveling troupes are extremely
rare. In the thousands of entries noting performances in towns or
manor houses only twenty-five play titles, or descriptions of plays,
appear. For the reign of Elizabeth there are only thirteen named
plays, and six of them (46%) appear in the records of the Bristol
City Chamberlain for the years 1574-79. For whatever reasons,
that chamberlain saw fit to indicate “the matter” of the play as well
as its cost to the town treasury. Of the ten remaining named plays,
the naming is random; one (Harry of Cornwall) is known only
because the actor Edward Alleyn mentioned it in a letter he sent
home while on tour in 1593. Table 2 details the information about
named plays in Elizabethan provincial records.75
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Table 2: Named Plays in Elizabethan Provincial Records
Yr.
1560
1564
1574
1576
1577
1577
1577
1578
1579
1579
1583
1583
1592
1593
1593
1595
1600

Title
The Court of Comfort
Barbarous Terrine
The Red Knight
Myngo
Corpus Christi Play
Queen of Ethiopia
What Mischief Worketh the Mind of Men
The Lady of May
Quid pro Quo
The Court of Comfort
Phedrastus
Phigon & Lucia
Summer’s Last Will & Testament
Harry of Cornwall
Harry of Cornwall
Titus Andronicus
The Lady of May

Company
Leicester
Unnamed
Worcester
Lincoln
Unnamed
Leicester
Berkeley
Leicester
Sheffield
Berkeley
Oxford
Oxford
Chapel Boys
Strange
Strange
Unknown
Chandos

Location
Bristol
Ipswich
Bristol
Bristol
Kendal
Bristol
Bristol
Wanstead
Bristol
Bristol
Gloucester
Gloucester
Croyden
Bristol
Gloucester
Barley-on-Hill
Evesham

From sources such as printed plays (some of which name
the acting company, or companies that performed them), and
Henslowe’s Diary, an account book listing expenses and income
from 1592-1602 for his London area theatres, the Rose, Newington
Butts, and the Fortune, and the accounts of the Master of the
Revels listing performances at Court, and other plays tentatively
can be ascribed to various companies. The following is a small
sample of some of the plays ascribed to companies active in the
provinces: Admiral’s Men—Tamburlaine, Spanish Tragedy, Sir
John Mandeville, The Jew of Malta, The Shoemaker’s Holiday;
Chamberlain’s Men—Beauty and Housewifery, and after 1594, of
course, plays by Shakespeare including Titus Andronicus, Hamlet,
Romeo and Juliet, Twelfth Night, As You Like It, and the Henry VI
and Henry IV and V plays; Derby’s Men—King Leir, The Soldan
and the Duke, 1 Henry VI, Looking Glass for London, Sir John
Mandeville; Leicester’s Men—King Leir, Mamilla, The Collier,
Cataline’s Conspiracies, A Virgin Play; Sussex’s Men—Duke of
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Milan, Serpenda, History of Ferrar; Warwick’s Men—The Irish
Knight, The Three Sisters of Mantua, The Four Sons of Fabius.76
Obviously, over time, some plays were performed by more than
one company, though generally most plays belonging to the
repertory of one company probably were not acted by others.
The performance of Titus Andronicus at Barley-on-the-Hill
in 1595 may, or may not have been by the Chamberlain’s Men.
The play belonged to its repertory, but the name of the acting
company performing the play in this instance is not recorded in the
sources.77 It also must be remembered that like the repertory
ascribed to the Queen’s Men, most of the plays ascribed to these
several companies date only to the late 1570s, 1580s, and 1590s,
and their only known performances were before the Court or in the
London area. Probably some were played when the companies
toured the provinces, but there is almost no concrete evidence to
prove that is so. For most of the acting troupes active only in the
provinces we have no titles to ascribe because provincial records
do not mention what those companies performed.
For the most part the plays listed above, and many others
identified as part of the major companies’ repertories, reflect the
seeming lack of controversy seen in the repertory ascribed to the
Queen’s Men. Dominant are English histories, romantic comedies,
and some plays based on Greco-Roman themes. Given the
mechanism for the censorship of plays and the press that
Elizabeth’s government created, and the severe penalties imposed
upon those accused of sedition, it is no wonder the repertories in
London, and no doubt, if the few named plays we possess from
provincial records are typical, the repertories of traveling players
avoided any but the most subtle political or religious overtones.78
Provincial records are almost silent about the repertories of
the traveling acting companies, but most yield much information
about payments to them, some detailing amounts spent to provide
76
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them with food, beer and wine. From the Chamberlain’s Accounts
of Leicester, it is clear, at least from 1556 to 1600, that money was
gathered at performances to pay the players. Several entries note
sums disbursed to players from the city’s coffers “above what was
gathered.” However, there is no consistency in those amounts.
Disbursements range from sixteen pence to 600 pence.79 Nor can
we assume, as some scholars have, that gathering was the usual
way of doing business in other localities. Most records simply
note sums of money disbursed to players by town officials or by
private households.
The amounts of money given to players in other provincial
records are as inconsistent as for the city of Leicester. A mere five
pence was disbursed to the Earl of Worcester’s Men at Coventry in
1578, but the company received eighty pence two years earlier in
1576, 160 pence later in 1584, and 120 pence in 1602. At York the
Queen’s Men was given 800 pence in 1584, a whopping 2400
pence in 1587, 240 pence in 1593, and 640 pence in 1596.80 Given
these discrepancies, a raw average of the 1994 payments published
to date is meaningless. Yet comparisons of sums disbursed does
reveal that 120 pence represents about 23% of all recorded
payments, and also represents the median payment. The varied
amounts disbursed, for example to Worcester’s Men at Coventry
and the Queen’s Men at York, also bear no correlation to the
passage of time. Therefore there is little indication those
discrepancies result from the inflation that affected England in the
late sixteenth century.
Perhaps the best way to calculate a tentative estimate of the
income-touring players could expect is by calculating average
payments, company by company, based on the number of years
each appears in provincial records. Table 3 presents some of those
calculations, listing (in descending order of average reward) the
most prominent and active troupes of Elizabeth’s reign, and a few
representatives of less prominent troupes. Troupes marked with an
79
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asterisk indicate those for which published records to date span
less than ten years of touring activities.81
Table 3: Average Payment Based on the Number of Recorded
Payments
Acting Company
Queen Elizabeth’s
Earl of Pembroke’s
Earl of Hertford’s
Earl of Leicester’s
Lords Hunsdon’s
Lord Admiral’s
Earls of Sussex’s
Lords Strange’s
Lord Beauchamp’s
Earls of Essex’s
Earls of Derby’s
*Countess of Essex’s
Lord Berkeley’s
Earls of Worcester’s
Lord Darcy’s
*Lord Compton’s (1573-78)
*Lords Rich’s (1563-70)
Lords Chandos’
Earl of Warwick’s
*Earl of Bath’s (1570-8)
Lord Morley’s
Lord Stafford’s
Earls of Oxford’s
Lords Dudley’s
*Lord Cobham’s (1563-71)

Av. Pay in Pence
272
228
181
184
176
179
170
160
158
156
151
145
140
137
137
130
127
122
121
120
120
116
110
107
106

No. Recorded Pays
498
26
22
155
41
79
96
30
16
81
88
6
52
128
29
7
10
67
33
10
31
51
56
11
10
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Acting Company
*Sir James Fitzjames’ (1575-6)
*Lord Sheffield’s (1577-86)
*Lord de LaWarr’s (1575-7)
*Duchess of Suffolk’s
Lord Montjoy’s
*Lord Abergavenny’s (1570-5)
*Lord Latimer’s (1562-4)
*Sir Henry Fortescu’s (1560-5)
*Sir Francis Smith’s (1569-70)
*Players of Finch (1560-61)

Av. Pay in Pence
105
101
94
90
83
82
77
64
43
30

129

No. Recorded Pays
7
19
3
10
40
40
5
10
5
4

Some of the discrepancies among average payments per
troupe in Table 2 result from the fact that the averages are based on
unequal numbers of payments. Such differences probably skew
those average payments. However, other factors contributing to
those discrepancies need to be considered. For instance, the higher
average payment to the Earl of Pembroke’s company might be
explained by the fact that half of the payments came from localities
where the Earl’s political and economic influence was strong.
Many of these towns had long-standing ties to the Herbert Earls
because of proximity to substantial Herbert family holdings in
Wiltshire and Wales, and some were subject to the Earl’s oversight
as Lord Lieutenant of Somerset, Wiltshire, and the Marches of
Wales, and Lord President of the Council of Wales.82 Perhaps the
similarity of average payments to the companies of the Lords
Hunsdon, Strange, and the Lord Admiral’s was due to their
reputations for quality, but also it must be remembered that the
Lords Hunsdon and Admiral were Lords of the Privy Council and
cousins to the Queen. Yet the average payments to the companies
of the Earl of Hertford and his son Baron Beauchamp, who were
not Privy Council Lords, nor favorites of the Queen, were
somewhat higher than those of most other earls and barons.
Perhaps, however, those averages stem from the fact that the
payments coincide in time with attempts to reverse Beauchamp’s
technical bastardary, the reversal of which would make him a
82
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prime contender to succeed Elizabeth.83 Hence, until more records
of payments become readily available, the averages of recorded
payments for these, and other acting companies listed in Table 3,
makes using them as typical payments somewhat tentative. Table
4 probably presents a more accurate average for most troupes. It
lists only troupes for which the numbers of recorded payments
published to date are fifty or more.
Table 4: Average Payments Based on Troupes with Fifty or More
Payments
Acting Company
Queen Elizabeth’s
Earl of Leicester’s
Lord Admiral’s
Earls of Sussex’s
Earls of Essex’s
Earls of Derby’s
Lord Berkeley’s
Earls of Worcester’s
Lords Chandos’
Lord Stafford’s
Earls of Oxford’s

Av. Pay in Pence
272
176
174
168
155
151
140
137
122
116
110

No. Recorded Pays
498
155
79
96
81
88
52
128
67
51
56

Lest the 116 or 137 pennies average payment listed for
Stafford’s and Worcester’s players in Table 4 seem paltry to
modern eyes, let us put those sums in the context of earning and
buying power in the last half of the sixteenth century. Records
from Southampton for the year 1577 tell us that each of those two
troupes comprised ten players, and that each troupe was paid 120
pence,84 a sum fairly close to the averages given in Table 2 and
only slightly lower than averages in Table 3. That sum of 120
pence translates to roughly twelve pence per player.
By
comparison to average wages in London from 1560 to 1600—eight
to fifteen or twenty pence per day—wages per performance for
83
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Stafford’s and Worcester’s actor-servants fall towards the higher
end of London’s pay scale..85
However, wages and costs of living in the provinces were
lower. For example, in 1586 three workmen in Bristol were paid
twenty-four pence, or six pence each, for a day’s labor removing
timber and “laying rubble about the walks in the marsh.” In
Lancaster in 1595 a master mason or a master carpenter received
four pence a day, plus food; in Chester in 1594, a smith or a
shoemaker earned two pence per day. Those figures suggest that
Stafford’s and Worcester’s actor-servants were earning double to
triple the daily wages of the artisans and workmen in their
provincial audiences. Leicester’s, Sussex’s and the Admiral’s
actor-servants made almost four times, and the Queen’s actorservants made almost five to seven times more.86
The sums paid to these troupes per performance also
represent enormous buying power in late sixteenth-century
England. The average payment of 140 pence given to Berkeley’s
Men would buy about thirty-five pounds of butter (four pence per
pound), or seventy pounds of beef (two pence per pound), or
seventy hens (at two pence per hen), or twenty pairs of children's
shoes (at seven pence per pair), or eleven ready made shirts (at
twelve pence per shirt), or twenty-three pigs (averaged six pence
apiece), or fourteen sheep (about ten pence each), or twenty-three
geese (about six pence each), or thirty-five pounds of raisins (four
pence per pound), or (at twelve pence per gallon) twelve gallons of
sack.87 The actions of Elizabeth’s government reveal almost an
obsession with regulating wages. Between 1563 and 1597 no less
than fifty royal proclamations addressed to twelve towns and
fourteen counties attempted to fix wages for certain occupations.88
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Given that concern to fix wages, both the individual actor’s
wages and combined income of these acting companies suggest it
is no wonder that Elizabeth’s government sought to restrict the
numbers of traveling acting companies. Nor is it any wonder that
there seemed no shortage of those who sought to make a living as
touring actors, especially since, as John Wasson demonstrates,
many of the costs of touring were absorbed by free bed and board
often given players at the houses of peers and the gentry. There
are over ninety instances in various provincial household accounts
detailing amounts spent to feed visiting players.89 All of this
suggests it would be interesting to try to find out if would-be
aristocratic patrons sought out actors, or would-be actors sought
out aristocratic patrons.
The tables illustrate that the troupes of powerful and
favored aristocrats performed more frequently than most others.
The champion in that competition was the Earl of Leicester's Men.
Leicester’s troupe first appeared at Elizabeth's accession, and
numbers so far show nineteen performances at Court, and 189 in
twenty-three counties for the years 1559 to 1588 when the troupe
dissolved after his death.
Next in number, at seventeen
performances at Court and 161 provincial performances in twentythree counties, are the troupes under the patronage of the Stanley
Earls of Derby, but that number includes not only the troupes
specifically attached to the Earls, but those traveling under their
heirs, two successive Lord Stranges.
Close behind performances by Stanley family troupes, with
fourteen performances at Court, and 149 performances in
seventeen counties, is the troupe attached to the three Radcliffe
Earls of Sussex, and right on that troupe’s heels is the company
patronized by the two Somerset Earls of Worcester. The Earls of
Worcester’s troupe only performed twice at Court, but records to
date show 143 performances on tour in nineteen counties. The
Lord Admiral’s company performed thirty times at Court, and 111
times on tour in twenty counties. The troupes touring under the
89
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patronage of the two Earls of Essex (Walter and Robert Devereux)
never appeared at Court, but records so far indicate ninety-four
provincial performances by those actor-servants, in eighteen
different counties. Actor-servants attached to the Earls of Oxford
(John and Edward de Vere), who also never played at Court,
appear sixty-seven times in records from seventeen counties. The
actor-servants of Henry and George Carey (Barons Hunsdon and
Lords Chamberlain) first appear in provincial records in 1564, but
though appearing at Court thirty-three times after the company was
reorganized in 1594 with its two most famous partners, Richard
Burbage and William Shakespeare, records from seventeen
counties list only fifty-nine performances by the Chamberlain’s
Men in the provinces.90
Most of the other long-lived aristocratic troupes active
during Elizabeth’s reign have about fifty notices in the provincial
records published to date. But no favored aristocrat saw his badge
carried about the kingdom as often as did the Queen. Even the
actor-servants of that special and ambitious favorite, the Earl of
Leicester, displayed his Arms less than one-third the number of
times that the Queen’s actor-servants displayed hers.
Something obviously is going on here, but all I can do at
this juncture is to suggest some possible avenues down which
further research might travel. Elevation in status seems to have
some relationship to giving one’s name to an acting troupe. Many
90
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patrons of acting troupes became so upon succeeding to superior
titles or to positions at Court. Walter Devereux was named Earl of
Essex, dubbed knight of the Garter, and became patron of a troupe
in 1572.91 Henry Herbert became knight of the Garter in 1574, and
succeeded as Earl of Pembroke in 1575, the same year an acting
company appeared under his patronage. 92 Charles Howard became
Deputy Lord Chamberlain in 1574 and patron of a troupe in that
same year; George Hastings became Earl of Huntingdon in 1595,
and in 1596 resuscitated an Huntingdon’s Men that had lain
dormant for eight to ten years.93 Edward Fiennes was recreated
Earl of Lincoln and made Lord Steward in 1572. His acting troupe
appears in 1573.94 Henry Compton was created Baron Compton in
1572, and early in 1573 we find a company under his name.95 And
Robert and Ambrose Dudley, prince charmings to Elizabeth, both
named to her Privy Council in 1559, and Robert made knight of
the Garter in the same year, had acting companies touring under
their names almost at the beginning of her reign.96
But we cannot think of this patronage solely in terms of
Astors or Vanderbilts endowing the Arts; nor is it simply that early
in her reign nobles sought to please the new Queen because they
knew she liked plays. Though these actor-servants did not directly
serve their lords on a regular basis, they did so on occasions when
they specifically were called to do so. For instance, they received
livery allowances and wore their patron’ livery, and marched as
part of these patrons’ entourages on ceremonial occasions, such as
did the Admiral’s Men and the Chamberlain’s Men in the funeral
cortege of Queen Elizabeth—both troupes received allowances
91
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from their patrons for new livery for the occasion—or the
participation of the newly “royalized” Queen Anne’s Men
(formerly Worcester’s), Prince Henry’s Men (formerly Admiral’s)
and the King’s Men (formerly Chamberlain’s) in the triumphal
procession of James I through London in 1604. In two rare
instances in 1604, King James’s Men and Queen Anne’s Men were
given new livery allowances for serving as attendants to the
Spanish ambassador, and it appears their duties had little or
nothing to do with acting. 97 Hence the members of these acting
troupes were numbered, and more importantly seen, among the
entourages of their patrons’ servants, dependents and clients, and
large entourages of servants, and dependents, and clients signaled
power in Tudor England.98
The days were over when feudal magnates could display
raw power through armed bands of retainers wearing their patron’s
arms. The raising of troops now was from the ranks of the free
citizenry and in the hands of the local gentry named as
commissioners of the musters. Many of these gentrymen also
served as Justices of the Peace, and their powers in their respective
counties had been expanded under Henry VII to include
administering the law in the monarch’s name, carrying out
prescribed punishments, overseeing local regulation in such areas
as public order, vagrancy, and maintaining highways and bridges.
Though still tied to the local nobility through patronage networks,
their royal appointments ultimately caused obligations to the crown
to supercede obligations to local, noble patrons, and the local
gentrymen’s acquisition of monastic lands under Henry VIII not
only increased their hold on local and regional power, it also
increased their independence from the great nobles.99
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These developments led Elizabethan aristocrats to compete
fiercely for influence and clients in local royal appointments and
Parliamentary elections, and to guard jealously the local influence
they already held. Displays of their wealth and power were
important in gaining and maintaining that influence. On the other
hand, the Tudors’ governmental measures, like the royal
proclamation of 1572 restricting and specifying the number and
types of dependants who could wear a noble’s arms,100 limited,
somewhat, an aristocrat’s ability for such displays.
An acting troupe, however, was a cheap way to puff up an
aristocrat’s appearance of power. There is no evidence suggesting
any more than meager and sporadic financial support given to
actor-servants by their patrons. For instance, nowhere in ten years
of accounts contained in Henslowe’s Diary do we find any
payments from the Lord Admiral to his actor-servants.101 The
acting companies of aristocrats seem to have paid their own
expenses and earned their own income. Yet by carrying their
patron’s badges about the country, and in official processions like
that for Elizabeth’s funeral, actor-servants helped serve the
interests and prestige of their patrons just like public processions,
civic and aristocratic entertainments and welcomings, Court
disguisings and masques served Queen Elizabeth, as Leonard
Tennenhouse aptly puts it, as “power on display.”102
And perhaps this aristocratic display comes so early, and so
quickly in Elizabeth’s reign, because the nobility thought, or
hoped, they had a pliant monarch whom they could impress,
influence, or intimidate. After all, England now had a monarch
who must have looked vulnerable to the nobility. She was a
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twenty-five year old female, the last choice in her father’s order of
succession, and completely overlooked as a Protestant successor
by her brother and John Dudley, Duke of Northumberland, when
they tried to engineer the exclusion of Mary from the throne.103
She lacked any spousal protector, unlike her sister and predecessor
who married Philip II of Spain, son and heir of Charles V, the most
powerful monarch in Christendom, and she was bastardized by
both Roman and Anglican canon law. Indeed, within the first few
months of her reign, letters exchanged between Philip II and his
ambassador in England (29 December 1558 and 24 April 1559)
stated that Philip himself was contacting the Pope to ask the pontiff
to keep silent on the issue of Elizabeth’s bastardy so as not to
weaken the new Queen. He earlier had blocked Queen Mary’s
wish to declare Elizabeth’s illegitimacy publicly.104 Certainly
when Edward Seymour, Earl of Hertford, accompanied by 300
mounted retainers, met Elizabeth and her entourage as it reached
his seat at Elvetham, Hampshire, that display was meant to show
both the Queen and his fellow peers that his was a power with
which to be reckoned. The lavishness of Hertford’s multi-day
royal entertainments, surpassed only by those of Leicester at
Kenilworth, must have served to reinforce that point.105 As
Christopher Haigh aptly put it: “Elizabeth flattered and favoured
her nobility for two reasons: she was afraid of their power, and she
needed their power.”106
Political ends of some sort must have been perceived by the
nobles who patronized acting companies. Probably they saw them
as a means of extending the appearance of power and influence
into various areas of the realm. As mentioned earlier, the Lords
Warden of the Cinque Ports sponsored acting troupes during the
103
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reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI and Mary that toured the region
under their jurisdiction. Leicester’s acting troupe does seem to
have been most active over wider areas of the kingdom from the
mid-1560s to late 1570s, when he was seeking to extend his
influence in local appointments, and hence enhance his influence
over the military and in Parliament.107
Perhaps a closer examination, noble by noble, of
performance sites visited by their troupes, and their lands, and or
clients, near those sites might yield some fruit. But a cursory
examination of playing sites vis à vis touring companies does not
lean strongly in that direction at present. Though the Earls of
Pembroke’s actor-servants performed about half of their tours in
areas under the Earls’ influence, such is not the case for those of
many other peers. The Barons Chandos (Brydges family) were the
dominant noble family in Gloucestershire, but between 1549-1603
the actor-servants of five successive Barons Chandos played only
seven times in Gloucestershire. There are, however, fifty-three
other provincial performances of Chandos’ Men recorded in fifteen
counties scattered about England. The Stanley Earls of Derby
dominated the counties of Lancashire and Cheshire, and from 1494
to 1603 six successive Earls sponsored acting troupes that were
among the most active of any touring companies. Yet only four of
173 provincial performances by Derby’s or Strange’s Men were in
Lancashire, and three of those four were private performances at
the Stanley manor at Knowlsey. No Stanley troupe ever performed
in Cheshire.108 On the other hand, the Stanley actor-servants
performed in twenty-one other counties, and few of the sites
visited by the Stanley family’s actor-servants, and also by the
Barons Chandos’ actor-servants, were contiguous to their patrons’
seats of power.
Possibly the acting troupes only were going where the
money was, but nonetheless it still meant that their patrons’ badges
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often were being seen outside their patron’s spheres of influence—
in the southeast, southwest, and midlands of England, and even as
far north as York and Northumberland.109 There also does not
seem to be any patterns in touring activities that suggest touring by
aristocratic troupes spiked during years that Elizabeth summoned
Parliaments, but scrutiny of local patronage networks might reveal
that certain troupes frequently visited localities in which rival
nobles competed to send their clients to Parliament.
Surely it cannot be sheer coincidence that the Earl of
Worcester’s Men were granted leave by the Privy Council to play
in London (1599) at the very time that Earl had joined the Privy
Council as a staunch ally of the Lords Admiral and Chamberlain,
and Robert Cecil in their efforts to diminish the influence and
prestige of the Earl of Essex. And I think it not coincidence that
Edward Seymour, Earl of Hertford, and his eldest son by Lady
Catherine Grey, Lord Beauchamp (bastardized by Elizabeth’s
church courts), both became patrons of touring troupes about 1589,
the same time they initiated proceedings in the church courts to
overturn Beauchamp’s bastardy.110 These were high stakes indeed,
for legitimizing Beauchamp would put him to the forefront in the
line of succession. According to Henry VIII’s will, should his
children die without issue, the succession would pass to the
progeny of his younger sister Mary, and Beauchamp was the eldest
surviving male in that descent.111
Wherever the evidence may lead, I think that the
appearance and activities of troupes like the Earl of Leicester’s
Men, the Earl of Derby’s Men, the Admiral’s Men, the Lord
Admiral’s Men, the Chamberlain’s Men cannot be (as it has in the
past) lightly dismissed only as efforts by would-be courtiers
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seeking the favors of a Queen who liked to watch plays. Nor can
we attribute the appearance of the Queen's Men nine and a half
times more often on tour throughout the realm than playing before
its royal patroness, solely to wanderlust, or search for profit, or
Elizabeth's infamous stinginess about paying her servants.112
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Detail from Queen Elizabeth’s Funeral Procession, 28 April 1603, for
which the Lord Admiral’s and Lord Chamberlain’s Men were given
livery allowances by their patrons.
A contemporary watercolor, perhaps by William Camden
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